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Fishbowl Adds Marijuana Tracking and
Inventory Management
Fishbowl now meets the tracking and inventory management needs of people and
companies authorized to provide legal cannabis services and products among the
increasing number of states who have legalized marijuana for medical or recreational
use.
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Fishbowl now meets the tracking and inventory management needs of people and
companies authorized to provide legal cannabis services and products among the
increasing number of states who have legalized marijuana for medical or
recreational use.

Cannabis business owners need both specialized and broad-spectrum technology
and software tools for their operations. Cannabis tracking and inventory
management is especially relevant, and Fishbowl, an inventory management
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software for QuickBooks, provides that capability whether companies use
QuickBooks or not.

Cannabis growers, cultivators, processors, and dispensaries (including medical
cannabis pharmacies) must operate their businesses as any business would – they
need to manage manufacturing, warehousing, asset tracking and inventory
management to meet their supply and demand needs. But they also need to meet
strict state regulation requirements placed on the cannabis industry – software that
allows them to track and manage their use of cannabis in real-time and provide
reporting and documentation any time it is required for audit by state agencies.

Cannabis business owners in approximately 15 states where medical or recreational
marijuana is legal use Fishbowl to meet their tracking and inventory needs.

“Fishbowl Manufacturing and Fishbowl Warehouse provide the strongest tracking
and inventory management capabilities for tens-of-thousands of small to large
businesses through the U.S. and around the globe,” said John David King, Fishbowl
CEO. “Its capabilities also meet the speci�c needs of a growing number of businesses
within the cannabis industry.”

Tracking. Fishbowl utilizes barcode tracking for plant IDs as well as for lot
numbers to reduce human error and increase ef�ciency. It tracks the presence,
location and progress of cannabis within a facility. It can track from the seed to
harvested plant and accounts for the cost of soil, potting, fertilizers and other
supplies as needed.
Processing. Once harvested, Fishbowl links the cannabis plant ID throughout the
process. Everything is reverse lot traceable. Fishbowl tracks consumables,
materials, and waste byproducts through the processing stages and can identify
the quantity and loss through each stage helping to identify where the cannabis is,
what is happening to it, and who is involved.
Completed goods. After processing, the sellable cannabis goods are assigned a lot
ID, which keeps track of the location and a history of the �nished goods. Sales,
losses and inventory movement and location are tracked.

In order to meet state and local reporting requirements, Fishbowl includes business
intelligence technology designed to enhance reporting queries. It provides the
creation of dozens of customized forms, labels or data reports depending on the
speci�c reporting needs and requirements.
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Fishbowl is available for any business currently and is especially suited to businesses
serving the legal marijuana and cannabis industry.
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